
ABSTRACT 
 
CONNOR, MYLES LINDEN.  Characterization of Recycled Carbon Fibers and Their 
Formation of Composites Using Injection Molding.  (Under the direction of Dr. Jerome 
Cuomo.) 
 

This study investigates the properties of two recycled carbon fiber sets which have 

been reclaimed using different techniques and their introduction into composites using 

extrusion and injection molding technology.  This research involves the characterization and 

comparison of the reclaimed fibers to virgin carbon fiber controls via; optical microscopy, 

scanning electron microscopy, energy dispersive spectroscopy, x-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy, single fiber tensile tests, and single fiber composite fragmentation tests.  

Characterization proved the reclaimed carbon fibers had comparable properties to virgin 

carbon fibers.  Reclaimed carbon fibers were then compounded via extrusion, with 

polycarbonate resin and test coupons were fabricated using injection molded technology.  

The mechanical and electrical properties of the recycled carbon fiber reinforced plastics were 

then characterized and compared to a commercially compounded virgin carbon fiber and 

polycarbonate control.   

From this research it can be concluded that the reclaimed carbon fiber surface 

properties compare favorably to the virgin controls.  The results indicated that the 

reclamation techniques did not damage the surface of the fibers.  The individual reclaimed 

fibers exhibited an 81% or better retention of tensile properties and performed as good as or 

better than virgin control fibers during fiber fragmentation measurements.  With the 

exception of one sample, the compounded and injection molded reclaimed fiber sets 

compared favorably to the virgin control in mechanical properties testing, showing 88% 

retained tensile strength, 98% flexural strength and 136% impact resistance with respect to 



the commercially compounded control.  From these results it can be stated that current 

carbon fiber recycling techniques yield fibers with desirable properties.  Also, data gathered 

in this research has shown that recycled carbon fibers can be utilized in various composite 

applications due to the retained integrity of their mechanical properties.         
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Fundamental Properties and Production of Carbon Fiber 

Carbon fiber is a very strong and thin fiber which is produced by the controlled 

pyrolysis of synthetic fibers.  Carbon fiber has a form similar to that of graphite where 

carbon atoms are arranged in a hexagonal array along flat planes, as seen in Figure 1 below.  

There is a high degree of strength across the planar direction of this structure due to the 

strong sp 2 carbon to carbon bonding.  In carbon fiber these sheets are long and thin, 

sometimes referred to as ribbons.  Unlike graphite, carbon fiber has less long range ordering 

and the ribbons of carbon atoms are aligned parallel to the axis of the fiber.  With in the inner 

portions of the carbon fiber the ribbons of carbon atoms fold over onto one another in a 

“hairpin” fashion, as seen in Figure 2 below.   

 

 
Figure 1 - Section of a sheet of graphite 
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Figure 2 - Model of how sheets are arranged in carbon fiber1 

  

 
The interlinking of carbon sheets is believed to give carbon fiber its incredible mechanical 

properties.   

Carbon fibers were first commercially made by Thomas Edison, who during his 

research in 1879 carbonized cotton and bamboo fibers in order to use them as filaments in his 

incandescent light bulbs.  Since then, manufactures have made great strides in the field of 

carbon fiber production technology.  Today carbon fibers are typically prepared from 

polymeric precursor materials such as polyacrylonitrile (PAN), cellulose, polyvinylchloride 

and pitch.  PAN-based and PITCH-based carbon fibers are predominately used to create high 

strength, high modulus fibers used in structural and aerospace applications.  PAN-based 

carbon fibers will be the primary carbon fiber focused on in the research presented during 

this report.   

The manufacturing process of converting PAN into carbon fibers is typically 

accomplished in a continuous four step process.  This four stage process consists of 

oxidation, carbonization (graphitization), surface treatment, and sizing.  The oxidation stage 

involves heating the PAN fibers in a 300 C air rich environment in order to alter the PAN 
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structure from a ladder to a ring and also replace elemental hydrogen with oxygen, see Figure 

3 below.  During this thermoxidative step the fibers reach a stabilized structure that helps 

them to withstand the subsequent high-temperature treatments and also changes their color 

from white to brown, then to black. 

 

 
Figure 3 - Oxidation of PAN precursor2 

 

The following high temperature carbonization (≤1600oC) and graphitization 

(>2000oC) processes are preformed in order to exclude the noncarbon atoms, yield a 

turbostatic structure (structurally disordered carbon), improve the orientation of the basal 

planes, and add stiffness to the fibers, see Figure 4 below.  The fibers are now nearly 100% 

carbon with the exception of up to 5% nitrogen with some manufactures and exhibit the 

structural characteristics shown in Figure 2 above.  
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Figure 4 - Carbonization of oxidised PAN2 

  

The temperatures at which the fibers are heated determine the grade of fiber that will 

be produced.  As the temperature during the carbonization (graphitization) step increases the 

modulus of elasticity the fibers exhibit increases accordingly.  High modulus fibers are 

processed at temperatures above 2000 C and exhibit moduli of 325+ GPa.  

After carbonization, the carbon fibers are ready for surface treatment, which modifies 

the surface of the fibers for maximum cohesion between the fibers and a polymer matrix.  

This fiber treatment is an important factor in the production of carbon fibers that are intended 

for use in polymer matrices where the strength properties of the finished composite is directly 

related to the fiber to matrix adhesion.  The interface between these carbon fibers and their 

subsequent matrix is a key component in the transfer of stress from the matrix to the higher 

modulus load bearing fibers.  There are a variety of batch and continuous surface treatment 

processes used to obtain desirable carbon fiber surface properties, these include oxidative and 

non-oxidative methods.  Oxidative methods used include gaseous, solution, electrochemical, 

plasma and catalytic.  Non-oxidative methods include the deposition of an active form of 
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carbon, the deposition of pyrolytic carbon and the grafting of a polymer onto the fiber 

surface.     

The final carbon fiber processing step is the application of a sizing agent.  This sizing 

is typically a polymer coating applied to the fibers which aids in inter-filamentary adhesion, 

wetting out the fibers with in a resin matrix, and protects the fibers during further processing.  

The most common method for applying sizing to carbon fibers is continuous deposition from 

solution of a polymer.  Other sizing application methods used are deposition of a polymer 

onto the fiber surface by electrodeposition, plasma polymerization, and deposition of a 

polymer via electropolymerization.  

After PAN precursor fibers have gone through the appropriate processing steps to 

achieve nearly 100% carbon fiber with the desired properties they are ready to be introduced 

into a resin matrix and be used in a variety of engineering application.  

 

1.1.2 Carbon Fiber Composite Processing  

There are numerous carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) molding methods used to 

introduce carbon fiber to a resin matrix and create high performance carbon fiber composites.  

Some of the most widely used methods are injection molding, compression molding using a 

bulk molding compound (BMC) or a sheet molding compound (SMC), resin transfer molding 

(RTM), and vacuum assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM).   

Injection molding is a commonly used method to product thermoplastic (nylons, 

polycarbonates, polypropylenes, polyethylenes, etc.) and thermosetting (epoxies, phenolics, 

polyesters, bismaleimides, cyanate esters, polyimides, etc.) parts.  This method is used to 

produce plastics and fiber reinforced plastic materials such as CFRPs on a large scale.  
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Reinforcement fibers such as carbon fiber and fiberglass are incorporated into a resin matrix 

during a pellet extrusion processes prior to molding.  Figure 5 below, shows a diagram of a 

typical screw pellet extrusion setup, where polymer resin matrices are fed into the hopper, 

melted down to a viscose state, combined thereafter with fiber reinforcing materials, extruded 

through a dia of specific diameter, and then pelletized.  These pellets contain anywhere from 

10 to 30 weight percent fibers depending on the strength properties required for the part.  

After the fiber and resin compounds are pelletized they are dried to insure no moisture is 

retained before molding.  They are then loaded into an injection molding apparatus via a 

hopper where they are melted down and extruded into a mold.  A typical injection molding 

setup can be seen below in Figure 6, where the CFRP compounds move from right to left and 

end up in the mold cavity.         

 

 
Figure 5 - Typical screw extrusion setup3 
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Figure 6 - Injection molding apparatus 

 

Compression molding is typically used to manufacture thermosetting resin filled 

composites and utilizes a mold which supplies heat and pressure to cure either carbon fiber 

bulk molding or sheet molding compounds.  BMCs are made by mixing carbon fiber of .25 to 

.5 inches in length and resin into a dough-like material, typically 10-30% carbon fiber by 

weight.  This mixture is then weighed out to the appropriate amount, also known as a charge, 

determined by the part in which it will become.  This charge is placed into a mold, 

compressed (~1000 psi), and heated to a specific temperature determined by the resin used.  

A schematic representation of the compression molding process for a BMC (or a SMC) is 

shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 - Compression molding process 

 

SMCs are resin and reinforcing fiber compounds that are in sheet form.  These 

compounds are commonly produced using a process line shown below in Figure 8.  A carrier 

film is first supplied with a specific resin paste and reinforcing fibers are drawn from 

spindles, chopped to a length of .5 to 2 inches, and dropped in a random orientation onto the 

film.  Another film carrying a layer of resin is then placed on top of the fibers, sandwiching 

them.  This sheet compound now roughly 40-50 volume percent fiber is then compacted and 

stored in a temperature controlled environment so that the resin does not begin to cure 

prematurely. 
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Figure 8 - Sheet molding compound production line 

 

The above is a simplified description of a SMC formulation, when in fact the actual 

process is much more complex, taking into account many more important process 

parameters, such as resin paste viscosity, wetting of the fibers, speed of the carrier film, fiber 

chopping speed, partial curing of the resin system, and results of shearing the compound 

during compaction.  

RTM is a low pressure closed mold process, where fibers are placed a mold and then 

resin mixed with specific curing agents is injected into the mold impregnating the fibers.  

After the resin has impregnated the fiber preform, heat and pressure are applied and the 

composite is cured, a basic RTM configuration can be seen below in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9 - RTM configuration 

 
 

Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Molding (VARTM) is a form of RTM processing 

where a vacuum is used to pull resin evenly through a fiber prefom, impregnating the fibers 

and degassing the mixture, a basic VARTM schematic is shown below in Figure 10.  This 

type of molding can be useful when a complex mold design is implemented and is a cost 

effective alternative to RTM.   
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Figure 10 - VARTM configuration 

 

It is imperative to understand the processing methods in which CFRP components are 

produced in order to recognize where reclaimed carbon fibers can be implemented into these 

manufacturing technologies.  In order to utilize reclaimed carbon fibers in CFRP applications 

it is necessary to have a knowledge base of the existing manufacturing technology used to 

employ virgin carbon fibers in CFRPs. 

 

1.1.3 Carbon Fiber Reinforced Composite Applications  

Carbon fiber applications are endless, but their most notable application is that of 

carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP), where a composite is created by introducing carbon 

fibers into a resin matrix.  CFRPs are light weight materials that exhibit high stiffness, thus 

they are ideal for applications where a high strength to weight ratio is needed.  Other benefits 

of CFRP components include a lack of corrosion, less fatigue, and lower maintenance costs.  

Industries that can employ this high strength and weight savings provided through use of 

these composites are the aerospace, automotive, renewable energy, and recreational 
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equipment industries to name a few.  Due to the steady increase in usage of carbon fiber in 

the United States and abroad the demand for carbon fiber has increased dramatically.  Today, 

the worldwide consumption of carbon fiber is estimated to be approximately 22,000 metric 

tons (24,250 US tons) per year.4  Of this amount, the United States is responsible for 

consuming about 8,400 tons per year. With an estimated 10-14% yearly growth rate, it is 

anticipated that the worldwide consumption of carbon fiber will be about 40,000 tons per 

year by 2010.5,6
  Currently, the aerospace industry comprises approximately 40% of this 

carbon fiber consumption, while the industrial and recreational markets consume 

approximately 40% and 20% respectively.  Figure 11 below is a descriptive chart 

summarizing the past and projected increases in carbon fiber demand in specific industries 

worldwide.   

 

 
Figure 11 - Carbon fiber market report7 
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The use of carbon fiber to create low weight high performance components has 

especially influenced the civilian and military aviation industries, where CFRP components 

are used in aircraft structures along with various other parts.  Military aircrafts have been 

employing carbon fiber composites for decades and recently the civilian aviation industry has 

begun to develop aircraft with a higher percentage of composite elements.  Airbus and The 

Boeing Company are two aircraft manufactures that are at the forefront of implementing 

CFRPs and other composite parts into civilian aircraft.  Boeing’s new 787 Dreamliner is one 

of these innovative aircraft with approximately 50% of its structural weight consisting of 

composite materials (including CFRP) helping it to be 20% more fuel efficient than similarly 

sized airplanes.8  

 

1.2 Motivation for Present Work 

1.2.1 Issues and Incentives in CFRP Recycling 

CFRP and other composites have helped to revolutionize the industries that can benefit 

from their unique properties.  Along with the increase in carbon fiber composite usage there 

is an equally important and growing concern of CFRP waste management.  In all products 

there exists a certain amount of waste that is generated during manufacturing and after the 

product life cycle has ended, the case of CFRPs is no different.  The majority of composite 

materials, including CFRPs are currently being discarded in landfills.  The land filling of 

CFRPs has many environmental and cost related concerns, the reason being that many 

CFRPs are classified as hazardous materials.  Disposing of hazardous materials is both time 
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consuming and a cost burden from both the manufacturing and end of life (EOL) disposal 

perspectives.  The cost to dispose of a hazardous waste can be more than 20 times the 

disposal cost of a non-hazardous solid waste.  These extra costs incur because when a waste 

is classified as hazardous, appropriate actions must be taken to ensure that it does not pose a 

threat to human health and the environment if land-disposed.9  Due to the pressure from 

environmental agencies, governmental legislatures have begun to pass specific laws 

controlling the disposal of composites, carbon fiber, and CFRPs with in the United States.  

European governments typically being more progressive on environmental issues have also 

seen the need for this legislature and have implemented laws of there own.  Waste 

management is a high priority with in the European Union (EU) and advancement in this area 

is being driven by recent EU directives which combine legislation with economic incentives 

such as taxes to aid this movement.  Recently, EU Directive on Landfill of Waste (Directive 

99/31/EC) has resulted in a reduction in the amount of organic material land filled, 

consequently it is already illegal to landfill composites waste in many EU countries.10,11  EU 

directives have also been issued to target more specific waste streams.  One such directive is 

the End of Life Vehicle Directive (Directive 200/53/EC) which regulates the disposal of 

vehicles.  Some of the EOL Vehicle Directive requirements are listed below10,12: 

 

• From 2006, 85% of the weight of all EOL vehicle must be re-used, recycled or 

subject to energy recover and only 15% may be disposed of in landfill.  

• From 2015, 85% of the weight of all EOL vehicles must be re-used or recycled, a 

further 10% may be subject to energy recovery and a maximum of 5% of the vehicle 

may be disposed of in landfill. 
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• From 2007, it is the responsibility of the vehicle manufacture to dispose of a vehicle.  

• Vehicles being manufactured currently must meet the 2015 requirements as vehicles 

have a life expectancy of over 10 years.  

 

In addition, the US military has recognized the need for fiber reinforced pollution prevention 

and is promoting the proper disposal and recycling of composites, including life-cycle cost 

assessment during procurements.13,14 

Due to the current and future waste disposal issue of composites and the 

governmental legislature described above, a global initiative has begun to not only reuse fiber 

reinforced polymers such as CFRPs but also recycled the costly reinforcing fibers 

themselves.  Of all the fiber reinforced polymer composites CFRPs have the most current and 

future potential for recycling.  Currently, the largest source of CFRP waste is accumulated 

from CFRP component manufacturing scrap, which consists of prepreg off-cuts, part 

trimmings, off spec parts and expired prepreg.  It is estimated that approximately 30% and in 

some cases as high as 50% of all CFRP production material is deemed waste during 

component manufacturing.  This scrap percentage is referred to as the “buy-to-fly” ratio for 

aviation composite manufacturers and can vary widely by part, application, industrial sector, 

or manufacturer.  This percentage of scrap translates into a large amount of CFRP scrap that 

is generated in the U.S. alone, perhaps 2,000 tons a year (or about 4 to 5 million pounds a 

year).15  As the production of CFRPs increases due to demand, the CFRP scrap generated 

during production will consequently increase as well.  Along with scrap being generated 

from the production of CFRPs, composite waste also accumulates from products such as 

aircraft structures that have reached the end of there lifecycle.  These EOL products are land 
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filled similarly to CFRP scrap waste.  In the case of EOL aircraft, the structures are typically 

placed in an aircraft “bone yard” where parts that can be used on non-decommissioned crafts 

are stripped off and sold.  The rest of the parts stay in the “bone yard” or are transferred to 

landfill areas.  There is currently not a significantly large amount of composites located in 

aircraft bone yards but, this will soon change as ageing aircraft from the 1980s to current 

aircraft are decommissioned.  As these higher percentage composite aircraft reach the end of 

there life cycle the issue of EOL composite scrap will become more immediate.  The Boeing 

787 Dreamliner for example, has 50% of its structural weight consisting of CFRP material 

and this corresponds to approximately 23 tons of CFRP that would possibly be land filled 

upon each plane’s decommissioning.  With close to 700 planes on order to date, the future 

amount of CFRP waste produced after these planes and others like it reach the end of their 

life cycle would be enormous.  With the current and future amounts of land filled CFRP 

waste being generated, there is a growing need for new methods and incentives to recycle 

these high performance carbon fibers.   

Carbon fiber demand has increased dramatically during the past decades and this 

increase has lead to a shortage in carbon fiber.  This carbon fiber shortage has resulted in an 

increase in the price per pound of carbon fiber and caused many engineers to use materials 

other than CFRPs in the design of their projects due to cost considerations.  Current carbon 

fiber prices range from 10 dollars to sometimes 30 dollars a pound depending on the grade of 

fiber.  Carbon fiber shortages, rising landfill costs, legislation pressure, and environmental 

issues have fueled the movement to develop new technology to reclaim and reuse the highly 

valued carbon fiber with in CFRP waste.   
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1.2.2 Current Carbon Fiber Reclamation Efforts  

The aforementioned incentives aided by governmental funding have helped to spur 

progress in the area of reclaiming carbon fibers from CFRP waste products.  The Boeing 

Company while striving to increase the value of their EOL airliners and become more 

environmentally friendly has spearheaded this movement with the formation of the Aircraft 

Fleet Recycling Association (AFRA), bringing together corporations from France, the 

Netherlands, South Africa, the United Kingdom, and the United States which all have 

interests in recycling the world’s aircraft fleets.  The companies that make up this 

organization include manufactures of aircraft parts (Rolls Royce), aircraft manufactures (The 

Boeing Company), aircraft salvage yards (Huron Valley Fritz West, Air Salvage 

International), and recyclers of CFRP waste (Adherent Technologies, Milled Carbon Ltd.).16   

Adherent Technologies, Inc. located in Albuquerque, NM and Milled Carbon Ltd. 

located in Warwickshire, U.K. are two of the front runners in the field of reclaiming carbon 

fibers from both CFRP scrap and EOL parts.  Adherent Technologies employs a tertiary 

recycling process, which breaks down the polymeric waste in CFRPs into reusable 

hydrocarbons and separates the carbon fibers from its polymer matrix.  Adherent’s process is 

a low-temperature continuous catalytic process with support unit operations for waste 

component size reduction, drying, material classification, offgas treatment, distillation, and 

metals, carbon fiber, and carbon char recovery.  After the carbon fibers and other materials 

are separated they can then be collected and reused.17  Thus, tertiary recycling is the 

necessary first step in recycling the complex mixtures in EOL scrap aircraft composite 

materials.  A diagram of Adherent Technologies’ process can be seen below in Figure 12.  
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Figure 12 - Adherent Technologies, Inc. tertiary recycling process schematic17 

 
Milled Carbon Ltd. is a United Kingdom based reclaimer of carbon fiber which 

opened their first production operation in Birmingham U.K. in 2005.  Milled Carbon is a 

technology leading recycler of composite waste in Europe and aims to offer an alternative to 

the environmentally problematic disposal of waste carbon fiber composites.  In the past, 

Milled Carbon has structured its recycling efforts toward reclaiming carbon fiber with 

intention of milling these fibers down for fillers in the plastics market.  Recently this 

company has broadened its efforts to reclaim carbon fibers of longer lengths keeping the 

fiber lengths intact so the fibers can be utilized in applications which demand longer fibers.  
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The process used by Milled Carbon to reclaim carbon fibers from waste composites is a 

simple pyrolysis treatment (as seen in Figure 13), where the chemical bonds with in the 

composite matrix are broken at elevated temperatures in the absence of oxygen.       

 

 

Post 
Combustion 

Pyrolysis Chamber

Gases

Gas Burner 

 
Figure 13 – Example of a simple pyrolysis setup 

 
Introducing CFRPs to a pyrolysis treatment causes the organic matrices to evaporate 

from the inorganic carbon fibers.  Temperature control is important in this process, due to the 

fact that the mechanical properties of reclaimed carbon fibers processed in this manner can 

be negatively affected at high temperatures, usually above 1300 C.  Milled Carbon’s method 

of reclaiming carbon fibers has shown to be a practical solution for recycling CFRPs and is 

continuously being optimized for improved results. 

Adherent Technologies and Milled Carbon are the recycled carbon fiber reclaimers 

which will be focused on in this paper, but they are not the only contributors to this recycling 
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technology.  Other organizations have been involved with developing and applying 

alternative carbon fiber reclamation technologies. 

Dr. Stephen Pickering from the University of Nottingham and his colleagues are 

currently researching various methods of reclaiming carbon fibers and methods of orienting 

fibers after their reclamation from waste CFRPs.  Pickering and others at the University of 

Nottingham have researched the reclamation of carbon and glass fibers via a thermal 

fluidized bed process, supercritical propanol recycling applications, microwave heating as a 

means for carbon fiber recovery, and the characterization of fibers recovered from these 

processes.  The fluidized bed process for the recovery of carbon fibers from scrap CFRPs has 

been under development for a number of years at the University of Nottingham and shows 

promise as an emerging technology for economically reclaiming carbon fiber.  In Pickering’s 

fluidized bed process waste carbon fiber composite material is fed into a bed of silica sand of 

particle sized to .85 mm and fluidized with heated air (~450 C).  The polymer in the 

composite volatilizes, leaving clean fibers, which are released into the gas stream as 

individual monofilaments.  The fibers are then separated from the gas stream in a cyclone for 

recycling.  At the operating temperatures for 450-500 C, the polymer does not fully oxidize.  

Combustion of the organic material is completed by passing the gas stream through a high 

temperature secondary combustion chamber at 1000 C, where there is the potential to recover 

the energy in the polymer as heat.18  A diagram of Pickering’s fluidized bed process can be 

seen below in Figure 14.           
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Figure 14 - Schematic diagram of fluidized bed process18 

 
 Dr. Edward Lester, a professor at the University of Nottingham, working in 

conjunction with Dr. Pickering has been studying the use of microwave heating as a possible 

means of carbon fiber recovery from polymer composites.  Lester conducted a series of 

studies involving reclaiming carbon fibers from a cured pre-preg material utilizing a 

multimode microwave cavity.  Sheets of the composite were suspended in a bead of quartz 

sand, while glass wool was used to prevent the solid materials from leaving the microwave 

cavity.  A steady stream of nitrogen gas was pumped into the cavity in order to create an inert 

atmosphere and prevent combustion of the fibers during heating.19  A schematic of the 

experimental setup can be seen below in Figure 15.  The results from Lester’s study revealed 

that microwave heating of CFRPs as a means for carbon fiber recovery is feasible and has 

many advantages in comparison to other reclamation techniques.  
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Figure 15 - Experimental setup of microwave reclamation technique 

 
 
 Another promising method being researched with regards to reclaiming valuable 

carbon fibers from CFRPs, is the depolymerization of CFRP via a variety of molten salt 

solutions.  Molten salt baths consist of a reaction medium of molten or dissolved salts with 

melt temperatures ranging from 0 to as high as 1300 C, depending on the salt used.  

Traditionally molten salts have been used in the metallurgical industry during processing of 

reactive metals such as aluminum, magnesium, sodium, and calcium.  Recent studies have 

shown that pyrolysis of CFRP in a molten salt bath between 400 C and 500 C results in 

depolymerization and degradation reactions of the polymer matrix leaving loose carbon 

fibers.  Some of the specific features and advantages of molten salt reactions include a wide 

range of operating temperatures, reactions occur in an oxygen free environment, high 

concentration of reactions in a confined environment, possibility for influencing the physico-

chemical properties (such as surface density, conductivity, viscosity, etc.), molten salts are 

already a widely used technology, and are a cost effective alternative to other methods.  

Feasibility of using molten salt baths to reclaim carbon fibers is proven, but more testing and 
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development of this technology is needed to fully implement this process in the recycling of 

carbon fibers.    

 

1.3 Present Work 

It is imperative to both research and understand the methods employed to reclaim 

carbon fibers and the techniques used to manufacture CFRPs.  Information from reclamation 

processes regarding the parameters and environment in which the carbon fibers are subjected 

to is essential to the complete understanding of the reclaimed fiber properties.  This 

information is used in the morphological, chemical, and mechanical properties analysis of the 

recovered fibers.  The analysis of recovered carbon fiber properties is also vital in the 

development of methodologies involved in putting these fibers back into composites.  A 

thorough understanding of fiber properties and how reclaimed fibers compare to virgin fibers 

is critical in properly implementing reclaimed carbon fibers into resin matrices and 

introducing these newly formed composites to engineering specific applications.   

 As stated above The Boeing Company has special interest in the advancement of 

carbon fiber recycling technologies.  In conjunction with two AFRA carbon fiber recyclers 

Milled Carbon and Adherent Technologies, The Boeing Company has presented the Institute 

of Maintenance Science and Technology at North Carolina State University with funding to 

pursue a study on reclaimed carbon fibers and their formation of composites using injection 

molding technology. 
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2. Characterization of Reclaimed Carbon Fibers 

In this research, morphological, chemical, and mechanical characterization of 

reclaimed carbon fiber is conducted.  This research is used to determine how the reclaimed 

fibers are affected by reclamation processes, visualize how these fibers can be implemented 

into traditional composite manufacturing techniques, and to gain an understanding of how 

these fibers will perform in composites compared to virgin fibers.       

 

2.1 Test Materials  

 Through Boeing’s support of the Aircraft Fleet Recycling Association (AFRA), two 

pilot scale carbon fiber reclaimers, Milled Carbon and Adherent Technologies were asked to 

recover carbon fiber from EOL production, primary structural composite parts fabricated 

from Hexcel 3501-6 epoxy and AS4 carbon fiber.16  These composite parts were retrieved 

from F18 stabilizer components.  They were then, resized and sorted using existing material 

sorting technology by AFRA member Huron Valley Fritz West of Tucson, AZ.   The resized 

composite laminate material, 25-75 mm in length, was provided to the selected fiber 

reclaimers and processed through their respective methods. 

 Initially a single blind study was conducted where the origin of the different fiber sets 

was unknown; concluding this research, each of the reclaimed fiber origins was revealed.  

The carbon fiber reclaimed by Milled Carbon’s pryolisis process where given a code 

designation of CF4.  While the fibers reclaimed by Adherent Technologies’ chemical process 

were designated as CF1.  Both Milled Carbon and Adherent Technologies were also asked to 

provide reclaimed carbon fiber samples from the above F18 EOL stock material which were 
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of longer lengths than the original CF1 and CF4 sample sets.  These fiber samples were 

named CF1-L (Adherent Technologies) and CF4-l (Milled Carbon), respectively.  CF1-L and 

CF4-1 were needed to complete specific characterization tests described later, that require 

fiber lengths greater than those of CF1 and CF4.  The longer CF4-1 fibers reclaimed by 

Milled Carbon were subjected to an optimized pyrolsis process and thus, CF4-1 showed 

some differences in characterization compare to its CF4 predecessor.      

For comparison purposes, control samples of virgin, surface treated, and un-sized 

Hexcel AS4 carbon fiber named CF-A and virgin, surface treated, and sized Hexcel IM7 

carbon fiber named CF-B were also evaluated.  A summary table of the fibers studied during 

this research can be seen below in Table 1.  

 

Table 1 - Summary table of carbon fiber studied 
Fiber Notation Fiber Reclaimer Type of Fiber 

CF1 Adherent Technologies Reclaimed Hexcel AS4 

CF1-L Adherent Technologies Reclaimed Hexcel AS4 
longer fibers than CF1 

CF4 Milled Carbon Reclaimed Hexcel AS4 

CF4-1 Milled Carbon 
(optimized process) 

Reclaimed Hexcel AS4 
longer fibers than CF4 

CF-A N/A Virgin, unsized Hexcel 
AS4 

CF-B N/A Virgin, sized Hexcel IM7 
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2.2 Morphological Characterization 

 Morphological characterizations of the above reclaimed carbon fibers and control 

fibers are accomplished through a series of optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

observations.  

 

2.2.1 Optical Observations 

Macroscopic morphological observations include determining general arrangement of 

the reclaimed fibers for example, are they unidirectional, woven, or anisotropic in nature.  

Macroscopic observations are also helpful in revealing whether fiber sets are sized, contain 

any macroscopic residual binding material, and general cleanliness of the fibers.  These 

observations are important from a material handling point of view and directly affect not only 

the properties but, the methods which may be implemented when these fibers are processed 

into composites. 

Optical microscopy is used to observe the macroscopic characteristics of the above 

carbon fiber sets.  A Nikon D40 digital camera and a Nikon Eclipse optical microscope were 

employed to acquire the macroscopic images of the different fiber samples.  Morphologies 

and surface characteristics of each fiber set were compared using the naked eye and optical 

magnifications of 50 and 500X.  A Nomarski imaging mode was used on the Nikon Eclipse 

microscope which yielded color images using differential interference contrast. 
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Images of CF1 seen below in Figures 16-18 reveal that the sample CF1 consists of 

small bundles of entangled carbon fibers ranging from .5 cm to 2.5 cm in length.  CF1 fibers 

are somewhat fluffy in texture and have a tendency to matte or clump together.  Sample CF4 

seen in Figures 19-21 below, is a combination of short fibers and long continuous fibers 

ranging from about 3 cm to 15 cm in length.  CF4 fibers have a low degree of bundling in 

comparison to CF1.  A majority of the CF4 fibers are 1.5 cm wide aligned strips of fibers 

held together by what may be either residually polymer matrix, residual char from Milled 

Carbon’s pyrolysis process or the presence of residual sizing agents.  Figure 21 below, shows 

a 500X close up of a single CF4 fiber and the residue present on its surface. 

 
 

 
Figure 16 – CF1 at 50X 
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Figure 17 – CF1 at 500X 

 

 
Figure 18 - CF1 at 500X 

 

 
Figure 19 - CF4 at 50X 
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Figure 20 - CF4 at 500X 

 

 
Figure 21 - CF4 single fiber at 500X 

 

Virgin, unsized, CF-A fibers seen in Figures 22-24 below, appear as long continuous 

fibers, pulled from Hexcel’s carbon fiber production line before sizing agents were applied.  

Due to CF-A being un-sized, individual fibers can easily be pulled from the stock material, as 

there is nothing to hold them in a so called bundle form.  As can be expected these fibers 

appear extremely clean having no presence of sizing agents or foreign particulates. 
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CF-B fibers can be seen in Figures 25-27 below.  Having gone through a sizing agent 

application, CF-B fibers are more tightly bundled and hold there form well during handling.  

CF-B can be described as rope-like in nature. The optical images of CF-B are not effective in 

revealing a view of the sizing present on the fibers but, do show that the fibers are clean, 

having no presence of foreign particulates, see Figure 27.    

     

 
Figure 22 - CF-A digital camera image21 

 

 
Figure 23 - CF-A at 50X 
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Figure 24 - CF-A at 500X 

 

 
Figure 25 - CF-B digital camera image21 
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Figure 26 - CF-B at 50X 

 

 
Figure 27 - CF-B at 500X 

 

CF1-L and CF4-1, seen in Figures 28 and 29 below, where received at a later date 

than CF1, CF4, CF-A, and CF-B.  CF1-L fibers are essentially the same fibers as CF1, 

coming from the same stock EOL materials and being reclaimed in the same manner.  The 

only difference between CF1-L and CF1 samples is that CF1-L contains longer fibers, .5 cm 

to ~6cm in length, which were needed to fulfill various other testing procedures.  CF4-1 

fibers are reclaimed from the same stock EOL materials as CF4 but, CF4-1 fibers were 
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reclaimed by an optimized version of the previous reclamation method.  Information 

regarding Milled Carbon’s technique optimization is proprietary.  CF4-1 like sample set CF4 

comprises of both long and short fibers, not loose but rather grouped together in 1.5 cm wide 

strips of lengths between 3 and 15 cm.  CF4-1 also contains what seems to be residually 

polymer matrix, residual char from Milled Carbon’s pyrolysis process or the presence of 

residual sizing agents.  It also appears that this residual material is holding the fibers together 

in its strip form giving CF4-1 a stiff feel.  

 

 
Figure 28 - CF1-L digital camera image21 
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Figure 29 - CF4-L digital camera image21 

 

 

2.2.2 Low Magnification SEM Observations 

 Microscopic observations are necessary to characterize the above reclaimed fibers on 

a microscopic level and gain information about these fiber surfaces which cannot be seen 

through macroscopic observational means.  Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) bombards 

sample materials with an electron beam and creates an image from the electrons emitted by 

the samples.  This microscopy is used to gain a more in depth view of the reclaimed fiber’s 

morphology.  Low magnification SEM 500-10,000X images can be helpful in viewing fiber 

surfaces and the presence of any foreign particulates.  A Hitachi S-3200 variable pressure 

SEM was used to capture the images listed below of the reclaimed fibers at magnifications of 

500-6,000X.  

 As seen below in Figures 30 and 31, CF1 fibers contain a multitude of particulates on 

their surfaces.  Many of the particulates observed on CF1 fibers may be small carbon fiber 

fragments created during processing or handling of the material.  Other particulates noticed 
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on the fibers, such as the one in Figure 30, do not appear to be carbon fiber fragments, due to 

their large size and oblong shape.  The chemical make-up of particulates appearing in the 

SEM images of CF1 and other samples will be analyzed in the following chapters.  CF1-l 

fibers seen in Figures 32 and 33 below, also contain particulates on the surface of the fibers.  

These particulates like the particulates observed on CF1, range in size from small fragments 

to large conglomerates.      

 

 
Figure 30 - CF1 at 1320X 

 

 
Figure 31 - CF1 at 1200X 
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Figure 32 – CF1-L at 1,500X 

 

 
Figure 33 – CF1-L at 4,000X 

 
 
 It is evident in Figures 34 and 35 below that CF4 has some sort of residue present on 

the surface of the fibers.  This residue may be the remnants of sizing agents or the composite 

polymer matrix which was not sufficiently removed during processing.  CF4 did have some 

other, smaller particulates on the fibers, but overall CF4 had much cleaner fiber surfaces than 
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that of the CF1 and CF1-L samples sets.  CF4-1 seen in Figure 36 appears very similar to that 

of CF4.   

 

 
Figure 34 - CF4 at 2,000X 

 

 
Figure 35 - CF4 at 4,500X 
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Figure 36 - CF4-1 at 6,000X 

 
 

CF-A fibers seen in Figure 37 and 38 below appear highly aligned with very few if 

any particulates on their surfaces.  Some particulates were seen on the fibers but this is more 

than likely due to contamination while preparing the samples for microscopy.  The clean 

fiber surfaces of CF-A was expected due to the fact that CF-A fibers have not been through 

any sizing applications nor have they been introduced to any polymer matrices during 

fabrication.  CF-B fibers seen below in Figure 39 and 40, appear very similar to CF-A fibers, 

being both clean and highly aligned.  As noticed previously during optical imaging, CF-B 

fibers are sized and thus tend to be more closely held together than any of the other fiber sets. 
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Figure 37 – CF-A at 1,000X20 

 

 
Figure 38 – CF-A at 4,000X20 
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Figure 39 – CF-B at 1,000X20 

 

 
Figure 40 - CF-B at 4,000X20 

 
 
2.2.3 High Magnification SEM Observations 

 High magnification SEM of 10,000X and above can be utilized to examine further the 

morphology of individual fibers, such as surface damage, surface pitting, surface particulates, 

fiber striations and other surface deformities.  A JEOL 6400F Field Emission SEM was used 

to capture the images listed below of the reclaimed fibers at magnifications ranging from 

10,000X to 50,000X. 
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 The high magnification SEM images below of CF1 give a closer view of the 

particulates and residue seen above in the lower magnification images.  The surface 

particulates seen at 40,000X in Figure 42 may be residual matrix material or a result of the 

chemicals used in the reclamation process.  Shallow longitudinal striations can also be seen 

on the surface of the fibers in Figure 42.  These surface striations are a result of the fibers 

being pulled through various dyes during manufacturing.  CF1-L high magnification images 

revealed that CF1-L and CF1 fibers were the same as far as fiber morphology, amount and 

size of particulates on fiber surfaces and the degree of surface striations.  This was expected 

knowing that CF1 and CF1-L fibers were from the same stock material and processed in the 

same manner.   

 

 
Figure 41 – CF1 at 8,500X 
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Figure 42 - CF1 at 40,000X 

 
 
 An enhanced image of the residue present on the CF4 fibers can be seen below in 

Figures 43 and 44.  This material coats a majority of the fibers in the CF4 sample set is 

believed to be the remains of both sizing agents and the previous CFRP polymer matrix.  

This residue is likely the binding agent causing CF4 fibers to be held together in strips.  

Striations are also seen on the CF4 fibers in Figure 44 at 50,000X.  CF4-1 fibers seen below 

in Figures 45 and 46, appear similar to those of CF4, having the same surface striation, but 

less residue was seen on these fibers than compared to CF4 fibers.  This may be a result of 

the reclamation process enhancements made by Milled Carbon prior to treating the CF4-1 

sample set.         
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Figure 43 - CF4 at 20,000X 

 

 
Figure 44 -CF4 at 50,000X 

 

 
Figure 45 - CF4-1 at 6,000X 
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Figure 46 - CF4-1 at 40,000X 

 
 

 Figures 47-50 show high magnifications of individual fibers from sample sets CF-A 

and CF-B.  As with previous samples, striations are present on the surface of both CF-A and 

CF-B.  CF-A fibers appear clean with no particulates or binding residue on their surfaces, see 

Figure 47 and 48 below.  Figure 49 and 50 reveal particulates on the surfaces of CF-B fibers.  

These particulates could be organic elements from the binder/sizing agents between CF-B 

fibers. 

 

 
Figure 47 - CF-A at 3,500X 
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Figure 48 - CF-A at 40,000X 

 

 
Figure 49 – CF-B at 4,500X 

 

 
Figure 50 - CF-B at 40,000X 
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2.2.4 Conclusions 

 Optical microscopy and low magnification SEM imagery was used to gain an overall 

perspective of each of the reclaimed fibers sets and compare their surface properties to that of 

virgin carbon fibers.  It was observed using these imaging techniques that CF1 and CF1-L 

fibers consisted of both short and long fibers oriented in an anisotropic manner, while CF4 

and CF4-1 fibers were highly oriented in long strips.  Particulates were noticed on all of the 

reclaimed fibers with CF4 and CF4-1 having a noticeable binder residue present on the 

surface of their fibers.  CF-A and CF-B’s virgin fiber surfaces where clean and only CF-B 

showed surface sizing agents.  High magnification SEM images gave a more in depth look 

into surface particulates and revealed surface striations on all of the fiber sample sets.     

 

2.3 Chemical Characterization 

 Understanding the surface chemistry present on the reclaimed fibers is important in 

assessing how these fibers will perform in a composite matrix.  The bonding strength of 

carbon fiber surfaces to their composite matrices is a critical component to the mechanical 

properties of the overall composite structure.  This fiber to resin interface is directly related 

to the surface properties of the carbon fibers.  Chemical characterization of the fiber surfaces 

is integral in determining the likelihood of a strong bond between reclaimed carbon fibers 

and a resin matrix. 
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2.3.1 EDS Analysis 

 Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was performed using an Oxford Isis EDS 

system in conjunction with the aforementioned Hitachi S-3200 variable pressure SEM.  EDS 

utilizes x-rays emitted from a sample when it is bombarded with an electron beam. These x-

rays are collected and used to qualitatively characterize the elemental composition of the test 

sample.  EDS analysis was performed on each of the carbon fiber sets in order to determine 

the relative elemental presence of the overall sample and characterize any foreign particulates 

adhering to the fibers. 

 As can be expected, all of the carbon fiber samples exhibited large carbon and oxygen 

peaks, but other elements were also present on the fiber surfaces.  The EDS spot analysis data 

from particulates on the reclaimed fibers CF1 and CF4 shown below in Figures 51 and 52, 

reveal that these fiber sets contain trace amounts of transition metal contaminants, such as 

Cu, Ti, Zn, and Fe, present on the surfaces of the fibers.  The large titanium peak and 

possibly some other metal peaks found on the fibers may be in the form of oxides, such as 

TiO2 paint pigments.  The trace elements noticed in these reclaimed fiber sets may have also 

been contributed by other components present in the EOL composite part that where not 

completely sorted out nor destroyed during the reclamation of these fibers.  Such elements 

may be remnants of electrical wiring, surface paint, surface treatments, aluminum mesh or 

honeycomb structures.  The aluminum peak present on the CF4 fibers may also be due to the 

aluminum stub in which the sample was mounted.         
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Figure 51 - CF1 EDS spectra20 

 

 
Figure 52 - CF4 EDS spectra20 

 
  

EDS spectrum scan data from CF-A and CF-B can be seen below in Figures 53 and 

54.  Both of these fiber sets contained a small amount of foreign particulates on their 

surfaces.  By performing an EDS spot analysis of these particulates it is apparent that they 

contain mainly salt-based or organic elements such as Na, Cl, K, S, Si, and Ca.  These 

particulates are most likely due to contamination caused during the handling of fiber samples.  

When an area analysis was performed over a larger portion of the sample it revealed that both 
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CF-A and CF-B contained negligible percentages of containments if any, only revealing a 

large carbon peak.  EDS analysis of CF1-l and CF4-1 was not performed. 

 

 
Figure 53 - CF-A EDS spectra20 

 

 
Figure 54 - CF-B EDS spectra20 

 
 
 
 
 
2.3.2 XPS Analysis  

 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) also called Electron Spectroscopy for 

Chemical Analysis (ESCA) utilizes x-rays to eject electrons from the inner-shell orbitals of 
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test samples.  From the analysis of these electrons relative percentages of elements present on 

the surface can be obtained.  A Riber XPS system was used to conduct this analysis on the 

reclaimed and virgin fiber samples.  This technique provided insight into the chemistry 

occurring on the surface of the carbon fibers with respect to the atomic percentages of 

carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen were obtained.  By using an XPS data deconvolution technique 

for the C1s carbon peak, the type and relative amount of carbon-oxygen bonding present on 

the carbon fiber surfaces were found.  Known bonding curves such as C-C (graphitic), C-O 

(hydroxyl), C=O (carbonyl) and O-C=O (carboxylic acid) functional groups are 

superimposed onto the large C1s carbon curve. These curves can be formed using XPS data 

of known elemental bonding or extracted from XPS analysis literature. The known bonding 

curves along with the received XPS data are used to determine the percentage of the 

carbon/oxygen bond-type present. This data does contain a significant amount of error (0.1 to 

5.0%), but can be useful in distinguishing qualitative differences in samples if the 

experimental procedure is kept constant for different samples.20  From the above described 

XPS scan data and carbon peak deconvolution, the atomic percentage of elements present on 

the surface of the fibers and the percent of carbon-oxygen functional groups was gathered for 

each sample.   

The carbon fiber samples were cut to about 5 mm in diameter and mounted on an 

aluminum tray.  An x-ray source illuminated the entire substrate therefore providing a 

representative scan.  The collection area of electrons from the sample encompassed a 

diameter of 3 mm.  A complete scan was conducted on each sample and the elemental peaks 

were identified along with their atomic weight percents.  This information is important for 
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estimating the potential bonding and interfacial adhesion of the reclaimed carbon fibers with 

polymer matrices.20  

Figures 55, 57, 59 and 61 below represent the XPS scan data from samples CF1, CF4, 

CF-A and CF-B respectively.  Figures 56, 58, 60 and 62 represent the deconvolutions of the 

C1s peaks for samples CF1, CF4, CF-A and CF-B respectively.  The atomic elements present 

on the surface shown below in the XPS spectrums and Table 2 supports the previous EDS 

spectrum data, revealing that there is a predominate presence of carbon and oxygen on each 

of the samples, with the reclaimed fibers showing a smaller percentage of carbon or oxygen 

due to the presence of foreign particulates.  Table 2 takes a more in depth look into the 

carbon-oxygen presence on the surface of each fiber set, revealing the relative percentages of 

functional groups which make up the large carbon peak in each XPS scan.  This data reveals 

that the virgin fiber CF-A contains the highest percentage of graphitic bonding in comparison 

to the other fiber sets.  Also, the virgin fiber CF-B contains the highest percentage 

carbon/oxygen bonding with a low presence of graphitic bonding, this may be due to the 

sizing agents present on the CF-B fibers.  It is also apparent that the reclaimed fibers contain 

a high percentage of functional groups on their surface in comparison to their virgin fiber 

counterpart CF-A. 
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Figure 55 - CF1 XPS scan 

 
 

 
Figure 56 - CF1 carbon peak deconvolutions 
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Figure 57 - CF4 XPS scan 

 

 
Figure 58 - CF4 carbon peak deconvolutions 
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Figure 59 - CF-A XPS scan 

 

 
Figure 60 - CF-A carbon peak deconvolutions 
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Figure 61 - CF-B XPS scan 

 

 
Figure 62 - CF-B carbon peak deconvolutions 
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Table 2 - Summary table of percent of total carbon bonding from deconvolution 

 
 

2.3.3 Conclusions 

Chemical analysis of the reclaimed carbon fibers is imperative for characterizing the 

fibers and comparing them to their virgin counterparts.  This information is also important in 

suggesting possible applications for these recycled fibers.  The study revealed that the 

recycled carbon fibers contained comparable properties to virgin fibers.  Therefore, 

reclaimed carbon fibers should not be classified as a waste but rather as a potential new raw 

material for different applications.  Current recycling techniques yield carbon fibers which 

still have desirable properties. 

Sizing was evident through SEM, and trace transition metals were revealed via EDS 

for CF4.  The trace metals found in both the recycled fibers could possibly be in the form of 

compounds and oxides, such as TiO2 paint pigments.  Virgin fibers CF-A and CF-B were 

cleaner than either of the two end-of-life recycled fibers.  The surface analysis techniques 

used provided information about what was occurring on the surface of the fibers.  XPS 

analysis revealed that all samples contained carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen on their surfaces.  

CF1 contained both Si and Al, also revealed by EDS.  The deconvolution of the large C1s 

Carbon Bonding CF 1 CF 4 CF-A CF-B 

C-C (Graphitic) 62.31 63.21 70.65 58.01 

C-O (Hydroxyl) 27.51 25.02 19.38 35.37 

C=O (Carbonyl) 7.186 7.157 3.928 6.026 

O-C=O (Carboxylic Acid) 2.996 4.615 6.04 0.5972 
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carbon peak revealed that the two recycled carbon fiber sets were similar in functionality.    

The virgin fiber CF-A, contained the highest atomic percentage of carbon at 83.14% and 

70.65% of the bonding was found to be graphitic.  CF-A also had a higher carboxylic acid 

functional group percentage as opposed to the hydroxyl group functionality.  This was not 

the case for the other three fiber sets where the COOH group presented the lowest 

functionality.  Virgin CF-B had the lowest percentage of graphitic functional groups 58.01%, 

yet possessed the highest hydroxyl functionality, 35.37%.  This is possibly due to the sizing 

present on the surface of the CF-B sample.20  Due to the high percentage of present 

functionality groups, it can be predicted that the reclaimed fibers will have favorable 

interfacial bonding properties when introduced into a resin matrix.   

 
 

2.4 Mechanical Properties Analysis of Individual Fibers   

 Analysis of the reclaimed fiber’s mechanical properties is necessary to determine if 

there exists a loss of properties due to specific reclamation techniques and/or use during the 

life of the material.  Reclaimed fiber mechanical property information and the comparison of 

this knowledge to virgin fiber properties is also useful in predicting how the reclaimed fiber 

sets will perform when embedded in a polymer matrix.  To acquire this knowledge single 

fiber tensile and fiber fragmentation testing (interfacial shear strength measurement) was 

performed on the reclaimed fibers and virgin fibers.  CF1 fibers where not able to be tensile 

tested nor go through fiber fragmentation testing due to their short length.  CF1-L fibers 

where tensile tested but like CF1 were not fiber fragmentation tested due to length 

restrictions.  
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2.4.1 Single Fiber Tensile Testing 

 Single fiber tensile tests were conducted at NCSU’s textile department’s facilities 

located on Centennial Campus.  Each of the test specimens were mounted on note cards as 

seen in Figure 63 below, with a gauge length of 25.4 mm (1 inch) and pulled to failure using 

an MTS Sintech universal tensile testing machine with a 50 g load cell at a constant strain 

rate of 10 mm/min.  Figure 64 below shows a loaded fiber specimen during a test run.  The 

Japanese Industrial Standard, JIS R 7601 for single fiber tensile testing, was followed as a 

guide for testing procedures.  The load and elongation data acquired from these tests was 

then converted into ultimate tensile strength, fiber modulus, fiber tenacity (tensile stress at 

rupture), fiber toughness and percent elongation.   

 
 

Carbon Fiber Acrylic Solution and tape

Note Card

Carbon Fiber Acrylic Solution and tape

Note Card
 

Figure 63 - Diagram of mounted single fiber tensile test specimen 
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Figure 64 - Loaded single fiber tensile test specimen 

 
 

Assuming cylindrical geometry of the fibers, the cross sectional area was calculated 

as follows 

2πdA=
4

 

 
where d represents the diameter of the fiber.  SEM micrographs and Image J, an image 

software package with a measurement tool, was used to determine the precise diameters.  

Denier measurements were determined for each sample using the following expression. 

 
AρDenier ⋅=  

 
It was assumed that the density of the fiber, ρ, was 1.77 3

g
cm .  Since denier is reported in 

grams/9,000 meters, for d measured in µm the above formula is adapted to the following:  

 
3

2

109
4
πd1.77Denier −×⋅⋅=  9000m

g  

 
Table 3 below, summarizes the mechanical properties determined for each carbon 

fiber batch.  The average peak/break load, ultimate tensile strength (UTS), weibull 
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parameters, and average percent elongation are highlighted because they are the main areas 

of interest.  The peak/break load, fiber modulus, fiber tenacity, fiber toughness, and the 

elongation of each single fiber test were calculated using TestWorks®4 software.  The data 

calculated by TestWorks®4 for each sample (minimum of 21 samples for each CF set) was 

then averaged.  Values of UTS for each sample were calculated using average peak/break 

loads converted to newtons and cross sectional area measurements converted to meters 

squared as in the following formulas.21  Figure 65 below, shows a representative load versus 

elongation plot for each of the four sample sets tested.   

 

2

peak/break load (N)Ultimate Tensile Strength (GPa)=
cross sectional area (m )

 

 
Percent elongation measurements were calculated using the following formula: 
 

elongation (mm)% Elongation 100
total length of fiber (mm)

= ⋅  

 
Two weibull parameters were used for determining the failure statistics of the single fibers.  

Weibull plots are often used to estimate the cumulative probability that the given sample will 

fail under a given load.  The weibull shape parameter, β, indicates whether the failure rate is 

increasing, constant, or decreasing.  A β value greater than 1.0 represents an increasing 

failure rate.  The weibull characteristic life parameter, α, indicates the scale/spread in the 

distribution of the data.  The value of α equals the ultimate tensile strength that 37% of the 

fibers have exceeded.21  
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Table 3 - Summary of single fiber tensile test data (*assuming a 1.77 3
g

cm density for the carbon fibers 

in the denier calculation)21  
Carbon Fiber Sample CF1-L CF4 CF-A CF-B

# of Specimens Tested 21 21 27 23
Denier (g/9000m) 0.698* 0.713* 0.625* 0.303*
Average Peak/Break Load (gf, grams-force) 10.65 ± 2.48 15.78 ± 2.84 15.69 ± 4.53 13.08 ± 6.71
Average Ultimate Tensile Strength [gf/(µm²)] 0.24 ± 0.06 0.35 ± 0.06 0.40 ± 0.12 0.70 ± 0.36
Average Peak/Break Load (N) 0.104 ± 0.024 0.155 ± 0.028 0.153 ± 0.044 0.128 ± 0.066
Average Ultimate Tensile Strength (GPa) 2.38 ± 0.55 3.46 ± 0.62 3.91 ± 1.12 6.86 ± 3.52
Weibull Shape Parameter β 4.00 5.27 4.36 2.43
Weibull Characteristic Life Parameter α (GPa) 2.44 3.76 4.31 7.60
Average Fiber Modulus (gf/denier) 1395 ± 348 990 ± 167 1305 ± 442 2303 ± 1625
Average Fiber Tenacity (gf/denier) 15.26 ± 3.55 22.14 ± 3.98 25.11 ± 7.25 43.17 ± 22.16
Average Fiber Toughness (gf/denier) 0.11 ± 0.04 0.33 ± 0.11 0.33 ± 0.17 0.68 ± 0.72
Average % Elongation 1.84 ± 0.81 2.83 ± 0.83 2.46 ± 0.69 2.45 ± 0.55
Average Diameter of Single Fiber (µm) 7.47 ± 0.26 7.55 ± 0.22 7.07 ± 0.37 4.92 ± 0.28
Avg. Cross Sectional Area of Single Fiber (µm²) 43.87 ± 3.0 44.76 ± 2.6 39.35 ± 4.2 18.69 ± 2.1  

Load vs Elongation
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Figure 65 - Representative tensile test data for CF1-L, CF4, CF-A and CF-B21 
 

Overall, the recovered carbon fiber samples CF1-L and CF4 exhibited a reduction in 

mechanical properties in comparison to the virgin fiber samples CF-A and CF-B.  The CF1-L 

sample exhibited the least favorable mechanical properties of the four samples, having the 

lowest values of average peak/break load, UTS, percent elongation, fiber tenacity, and fiber 

toughness.  It is important to note, however, that CF1-L did display a higher elastic modulus 
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than the CF4 sample.  CF1-L had an ultimate tensile strength which was 61% and 35% that 

of CF-A and CF-B respectively.  CF4 had 88% and 50% of the ultimate tensile strength of 

CF-A and CF-B respectively.  The average diameter of CF-B was 4.92 µm, which was about 

34% smaller than any of the other three samples.  Therefore the average cross sectional area 

was smaller.  The average break load for the CF-B sample was lower than CF4 and CF-A, 

yet it exhibited a much higher ultimate tensile strength (6.86 GPa) due to it’s smaller cross 

sectional area.  CF-A and CF-B had roughly equal percent elongation measurements, 2.46 

and 2.45% respectively.  CF4 had a slightly higher percent elongation of 2.83% compared to 

the virgin fibers, and CF1-L in turn had a lower percent elongation of 1.84 %.  It was noted 

that there is a large amount of standard deviation for almost all of the mechanical properties 

of the single fibers.  Large standard deviation is common in single fiber tensile tests due to 

the sensitivity of the single fibers to defects.  Single fiber tensile properties determined from 

this type of testing are directly related to the gauge length of the fiber tested.  The probability 

of processing damage and/or inherent defects increases significantly with an increase in 

gauge length.  Although CF1-L had lower strength properties than the other samples when 

single fiber tested with a gauge length of 25.4 mm, it will likely have substantially higher 

properties when tested at a shorter gauge length. 

Weibull statistics were applied to the above tensile test experimental data gathered by 

NCSU due to the large standard deviation of the tensile test results, which is attributed to 

single fiber test sensitivity and the brittle nature of carbon fiber.  A simple linear regression 

was performed on all data sets using Microsoft Excel, these plots can be seen in below.  The 

linear regressions of each weibull plot were used to determine α (life parameter) and β (shape 

parameter) values.  The weibull parameters for each carbon fiber sample are listed in Table 3 
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above.  As stated previously, the weibull shape parameter, β, indicates whether the failure 

rate is increasing, constant, or decreasing.  A β value greater than 1.0 represents an increasing 

failure rate.  The β values for all the carbon fiber samples were greater than 1.0 indicating an 

increasing failure rate.  The weibull characteristic life parameter, α, indicates the scale/spread 

in the distribution of the data.  The value of α is equivalent to the ultimate tensile strength 

that 37% of the fibers have exceeded.  From the weibull statistical plots and linear regression 

it can be stated that 37% of the CF1-L, CF4, CF-A and CF-B fibers should have an ultimate 

tensile strength of at least 2.44, 3.76, 4.31 and 7.60 GPa, respectfully.21 
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Figure 66 - Linear regression plot for CF1-L 
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ln(CF4 UTS) Line Fit Plot
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Figure 67 - Linear regression plot for CF4 
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Figure 68 - Linear regression plot for CF-A 
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ln(CF-B UTS) Line Fit Plot
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Figure 69 - Linear regression plot for CF-B 
 
 

Single fiber tensile tests on CF4, CF4-1 and CF-A were also conducted at the 

University of Cornell’s Textile and Fiber Science facilities to support resin to fiber interfacial 

shear strength calculations through fiber fragmentation testing described in section 2.4.2 

below.  The single fiber tensile test was performed on an Instron Universal Tester (Model 

Number 5566) at varying gauge lengths ranging from 5 to 20mm.  The tests were performed 

at a strain rate of 0.4 mm/min and for each gauge length there were 50 specimens tested.  

Table 4 below shows a summary of the properties determined by these tensile tests. 
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Table 4 - Summary of single fiber tensile testing conducted at Cornell University, percent coefficient of 
variance in parenthesis 

Type 
Gauge 
Length 
(mm) 

Fracture Stress 
(MPa) 

Young’s Modulus 
(GPa) 

Fracture Strain 
(%) 

5  4001 (18.4)  201 (14.4)  2.64 (17.5)  
10  3619 (16.1)  230 (7.4)  1.94 (14.7)  CF-A  
20  3401 (14.8)  257 (8.1)  1.53 (13.3)  
5  2953 (13.2)  165 (19.7)  3.28 (35.6)  
10  2732 (13.6)  211 (9.0)  1.48 (20.5)  CF4  
20  2464 (12.7)  228 (9.9)  1.19 (15.4)  
5  4148 (9.2)  211 (9.6)  2.40 (17.4)  
10  3691 (15.6)  231 (9.8)  1.74 (14.8)  

CF4-
1  

20  3143 (18.8)  224 (8.7)  1.63 (16.5)  
 
 

The two experimental samples (CF4 and CF4-1) compared quite favorably to the 

virgin CF-A sample.  CF4-1 outperformed the CF4 sample with respect to elastic modulus 

and fracture stress.  Optimization of Milled Carbons reclamation process appears to have had 

a positive effect on the strength and modulus of the single fibers.  CF4-1 also outperformed 

the virgin CF-A sample at 5 and 10mm gauge lengths on average with respect to fracture 

stress and elastic modulus.  The observed trend for reduced strength at longer gauge lengths 

for is a measure of flaw frequency, as discussed earlier.  It is conceivable that CF4-1, while 

having a similar strength at 5mm, may contain a higher flaw frequency which would indeed 

reduce strength at the higher gauge lengths as observed at the 20 mm gauge length.23 

 

2.4.2 Fiber Fragmentation Testing 

After determining the recycled single fiber mechanical properties in the above study, 

the reclaimed fibers were re-introduced into a polymer matrix for single fiber composite 
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(SFC) fragmentation testing.  The main objective of this study was to implement single fibers 

into different epoxy matrices to determine the interfacial shear strength between the recycled 

fibers and the resin system.22  Interfacial properties between fibers and their matrices are 

extremely important in determining the overall strength of a composite material.  It is 

valuable to view how the carbon fiber will adhere to a polymer matrix after being exposed to 

a particular reclamation technique. 

SFC fragmentation tests were performed by A. N. Netravali and K. Mizuta at the 

University of Cornell’s Textile and Fiber Science facilities.  Individual sets of CF4, CF4-l, 

and CF-A fibers were embedded in two different epoxy matrices.  The first was a 

thermosetting polymer matrix consisted of two epoxy resins mixed together.  These resins, 

DER 331 and DER 732, were obtained from Dow Chemical Company. A ratio of 80:20 (by 

weight) DER 331:DER 732 was used to mix the two resins. DER 331 is a stiff, bisphenol-A 

based epoxy (comparable to EPON 828) with a relatively high elastic modulus.  DER 732 is 

a more ductile, lower modulus, polyglycol diepoxide.  The curing agent used to crosslink the 

epoxy, DEH 26, is tetraethylenepentamine (TEPA).  The hardener/curing agent was also 

obtained from Dow Chemical Co.   

A second set of CF4, CF4-l, and CF-A fibers were embedded in epoxy matrices of 

EPON 828.  This resin was obtained from Hexion Specialty Chemicals, Inc.  The curing 

agent, Dytek A, was obtained from INVISTA and used in a proportion of 100:15.4 by weight 

(epoxy:hardener).23  To prepare the specimens for the SFC test, single carbon fibers were 

placed into a silicone mold and catalyzed resin was inserted using a pipette.  The resins were 

prepared to minimize air bubbles during mixing and were later degassed for 20 minutes in a 

vacuum chamber before being cast.  This preparation process was finished within an hour 
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before the resin began to cure.  SFC specimens were cured for 2 hours in an air circulating 

oven and allowed to cool in the oven overnight to reduce stress buildup at the fiber matrix 

interface.  The top surfaces of the SFC specimens were polished to allow for future 

inspection under the microscope. 

Equating the shear stress at the fiber/resin interface under a specific tension in a SFC 

specimen coupled with the tensile stress required to fracture the fiber at a given length (single 

fiber tensile testing), the average IFSS can be calculated using the following equation:  

 

C

F

2l
dστIFSS ==  

 

where:  σF = fracture stress of a single fiber (MPa) 
 lc = average critical length (µm)   
 d = diameter of fiber (µm) 

 

The composite samples are strained at a constant rate and are continuously strained 

until the stress is enough to cause the fiber to fracture at multiple locations.  This continues 

until the IFSS transferred from the matrix to the fiber no longer reaches a level sufficient to 

fracture the fiber.  The average fiber lengths, lc, are then measured and inserted into the IFSS 

formula above.  The SFC tests were performed using a SFC strain frame that was controlled 

manually.  The SFC specimen was clamped to the strain frame using flat grips on both ends.  

A gauge length of approximately 17mm was exposed between the grips.  The strain on the 

SFC specimen was then manually increased at one-minute intervals by 0.066/minute.  During 

testing, the SFC strain frame was mounted on an optical microscope equipped with 

crosspolarizers and a digital camera.  As the SFC specimen was strained, the fiber 
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fragmentation sequence and fiber/resin adhesion behavior was characterized as a function of 

strain.  Birefringence patterns at the fracture points of the fiber were observed as shown 

below in Figure 70.  The SFC test was considered complete when no further fiber fractures 

were observed with about 2% of additional strain.  SFC specimens that prematurely fractured 

across the epoxy resin (due to specimen defects), before the completion of the fiber 

fragmentation, were rejected.   

 

 
Figure 70 - Representative birefringence patterns at the fiber fracture locations observed for the three 

types of carbon fibers (EPON 828 : Dytek A) 
 

 Upon completion of the SFC test, digital pictures of the birefringence patterns were 

taken along the length of the fiber.  The fragment lengths, taken as the distance between two 

ends (birefringence patterns), were then measured from these images using a calibration scale 

and imaging software.  From the data, average fragment length (critical fragment length) 

values were calculated and used to obtain the IFSS values, listed in Table 5 below. The 
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average critical length obtained from the SFC was used to determine the appropriate fracture 

stress through extrapolation of the single fiber tensile test data to gauge lengths 

corresponding to the measured critical fiber lengths. 

 
Table 5 - IFSS Fiber Fragmentation Results23 

Resin 
Hardener Specimen lC 

(µm) 
σF 

(MPa)
d 

(µm) 
IFSS 

(MPa) 
CF-A 414 5050 7 42.7 
CF4 480 3786 7 27.6 Epon 828 : Dytek A 

CF4-1 487 5852 7 42.1 
CF-A 501 4967 7 34.7 
CF4 411 3841 7 32.7 DER 331 & 732 : DEH 26 

CF4-1  471  5875  7  43.6  
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Figure 71 - Comparison of IFSS results for CF-A, CF4, and CF4-1 revealing that CF4-1 compared 
favorably to CF-A 

 

 Performance of the CF4-1 sample compared quite favorably to the CF-A control 

sample.  This CF4-1 sample actually out-performed the CF-A sample when impregnated with 

the DER mixture resin system.  The above results also indicate that CF4 has the weakest 
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IFSS when embedded in each of the respective resin sets.  The tailored CF4-1 process 

showed significant improvement from the original CF4 processing technique with respect to 

the interfacial shear strength measurements.  These measurements confirm previously 

reported results for carbon fiber surface activity. 

 

2.4.3 Conclusions 

 From the above mechanical single fiber testing conducted at NCSU it was revealed 

that the reclaimed carbon fibers CF1-L and CF4 compared quite favorably to their virgin 

counterpart with respect to ultimate tensile strength and fiber modulus.  Single fiber tensile 

testing conducted at Cornell University revealed similar results and also showed that CF4-1 

(reclaimed from an optimized Milled Carbon process) performed better than CF4.  This data 

shows that the reclaimed fibers retain much of there inherent strength after going through 

their respective reclamation processes.   

SFC fiber fragmentation testing established that CF4 and CF4-1 have noteworthy 

interfacial shear strength properties compared to virgin fibers.  CF4-1 out performed CF4 in 

these trials and in one instance outperformed the virgin CF-A fibers, leading to a prediction 

that the reclaimed fibers will perform well when introduced back into a resin matrix.   

 
3 Formation of Composites Utilizing Reclaimed Carbon Fibers 
 
 Completion of the previous morphological, chemical and mechanical characterization 

of reclaimed carbon fibers revealed that the reclaimed fibers compare favorably to their 

virgin counterpart and retain much of there inherent value after reclamation.  The reclaimed 

fibers also demonstrated high interfacial shear strength properties when introduced into a 
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polymer matrix, leading to the conclusion that these fibers will perform well when placed 

back into a composite.  Utilizing this knowledge a comparison and feasibility study was 

structured to compound the reclaimed fiber sets CF1-L and CF4-1 sample sets with a 

thermoplastic polycarbonate resin, injection mold these compounded pellets and compare 

their composite properties to commercially available virgin carbon fiber injection molded 

composites.     

 

3.1 Extrusion of Reclaimed Carbon Fiber and Polycarbonate Resin 

 Extrusion of carbon fiber pellets is explained in section 1.1.2 above.  The extrusion 

research described in this study was performed using the Polymer’s Center of Excellence’s 

(PCE) facilities located in Charlotte, NC.  The tasks performed a PCE were done so in 

conjunction with NCSU and The Boeing Company. 

 

3.1.1 Test Materials 

 The reclaimed fibers chosen to be extruded and injection molded were CF1-L and 

CF4-1.  The optimized CF4-1 was chosen over CF4 due to its enhanced interfacial shear 

strength properties and because of the abundance of CF4-1 material compared to CF4.  

Before the reclaimed fiber sets can be compounded with resin and run through the extrusion 

process they must be decontaminated of large particulates that could cause problems during 

extrusion.  The CF1-L fiber set had few if any large particulates.  Figure 72 and 64 below 

shows some of the larger contaminants that where present in the bulk of CF4-1 material.  

This contamination mainly consisted of honeycomb ash, which had to be shaken from the 
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fiber and was highly intermixed within fiber clumps.  These contaminants are the remnants 

of the different components of the EOL F18 stabilizer composite part. As much of this 

contamination as physically possible was separated from the fibers, but finer contamination 

was much more difficult to remove and some residual contaminants remained among the 

fibers.   

  With the assistance of the PCE technical staff, it was decided to chop CF4-1 fibers 

to lengths of 0.25-0.5 inches (6.35-12.7mm) and leave CF1-L fibers at their original length.  

Chopping of the CF4-1 fibers is necessary, as fiber lengths of more than 1.5 inches (38.1 

mm) tend to clog the extrusion hopper.  Chopping of the fibers was performed in a large 

glove box with a rotary cutter.  Sample images of the reclaimed fibers to be extruded can be 

seen in Figure 74 below.    

 

 
Figure 72 - Large CF4-1 contaminants, a: sheet metal, b: metal shards, c: copper wiring and honeycomb 

ash 
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Figure 73 - Contaminated CF4-1 

 

 
Figure 74 – Reclaimed fiber sets extruded, a: CF1-L, b: CF4-123 

 

One control sample consisting of commercial grade carbon fibers and polycarbonate 

resin was obtained from RTP Company, located in Winona, MN.  The denotation for this 

control sample is RTP 385 seen in Figure 75 below.  Thermoplastic polycarbonate resin was 

chosen as the compounding resin for this study because it is known to process well when 

injection molded and PCE has experience using this material.  Polycarbonate has a melting 

temperature of 225˚C and a glass transition temperature, Tg, of approximately 145˚C.  Figure 

76 below shows a diagram of the monomer which comprises the polycarbonate chain.  Note 

that the presence of the aromatic rings produces a high degree of stiffness in the 
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polycarbonate polymer.  Lexan 124R polycarbonate resin used for this study was purchased 

from G.E. Plastics and kept in a dry environment.   

 

 
Figure 75 - RTP 385 sample 

 
 

           
            Figure 76 - Polycarbonate monomer in the Lexan 124R polycarbonate resin 

 

 

3.1.2 Extrusion 

 The compounding of the reclaimed carbon fiber sets CF1-L and CF4-1 with resin was 

performed on the 21 mm twin screw extruder at PCE’s Charlotte, NC facilities, depicted in 

Figure 77.  As revealed in Figure 77, the extruder consisted of a thermoplastic resin input, 

two internal 21 mm twin screws, a fiber feed input, and a die which the reclaimed carbon 
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fiber thermoplastic composite strand exits the apparatus.  The extruder contains four heating 

regions which were kept at approximately 520˚F during extrusion and these parameters were 

monitored via a control panel    The polycarbonate pellets were dried at 250˚F for 4 hours to 

ensure that no residual moisture was present, they were then loaded into the resin input valve, 

and extruded at a constant rate of 4 lbs per hour.   

 

PC Resin Input
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Compound Output

Internal Twin Screws

Fiber Feed Hookup
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Compound Output

Internal Twin Screws

Fiber Feed Hookup
 

Figure 77 - 21mm extruder used to extrude the reclaimed carbon fiber compounds 
 

 The twin screw side feeder seen in Figure 78 below was used to input the carbon 

fibers with in the extruder to be mixed with the molten polycarbonate resin.  Due to the 

nature of the CF1-L and CF4-1 fibers sets (entangled clumps of varying length fibers), the 

fibers needed to be manually feed into the twin screw feeder.  The twin screw feeder 

employed to input the fibers was set up to input material at a constant rate, but because of the 

required manual feeding a constant rate of input was not obtained.  In order to gain the target 

carbon fiber weight percent of 30%, it was necessary to constantly alter the speed of 

extrusion and periodically check the weight percent of the extruded pellets for accuracy.   
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Twin Screw Inserts for
Forcing Fiber into Extruder

 
Figure 78 - Twin screw side feeder used to input the carbon fibers 

 

 After the carbon fibers were mixed in the molten resin, they were extruded through a 

die and into a water cooling bath, seen in Figure 79 below.  This cooling bath is necessary to 

cool the molten composite from above 500 F, to room temperature so that it can be run 

through the pellitizer, seen in Figure 80 below, in a timely fashion.  The composite pellets are 

then collected and marked with their specific weight percent carbon fiber.    
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Figure 79 - Water bath for the cooling of the continuous molten composite stream 

 

Pellitizer
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Figure 80 - Pelletizer used to chop composite stream into pellets 
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 The CF4-1 sample was the first experimental trial.  Initially, a loading of roughly 20 

weight percent carbon fiber was observed.  After tailoring the manual feed process, the 

carbon fiber content was rising to slightly above 30%.  These two batches were separated so 

the approximate loading percentages would not contaminate one another.  Therefore two 

batches existed for this sample, CF4-1(20%) and CF4-1(30%). 

 The second recycled carbon fiber sample compounded was the CF1-L sample.  

Approximately 3 lbs of fiber was obtained from Adherent Technologies Inc.  CF1-L fibers 

were inserted into the side feeder and subsequently the extruder using the exact process as 

the CF4-1 fibers.  It was noted while processing the CF4-1 fibers that longer fibers, which 

were not properly cut and were greater than 0.5 inches, still crammed and extruded well due 

to the shearing of the twin screws.  Therefore from observing this nature in the first trial, the 

CF1-L fibers were not chopped to further reduce their lengths.  When feeding the CF1-L 

fibers an acrid smell existed when the fibers entered the extruder.  There was however no 

noticeable difference in the molten composite strand of CF1-L containing composite when 

compared to the CF4-1 containing composite. 

 

3.1.3 Acid Digestion 

 In order to correctly determine the weight percent carbon fiber with in each of the 

extruded composite pellets, an acid digestion experiment was conducted.  The experimental 

procedure for this study was adopted from Procedure B from ASTM Standard D 3171-06 

Standard Test Method for Constituent Content of Composite Materials.  This experiment 
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involves weighing the specific composite sample, then digesting the composite polymer 

matrix using sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide, then filtering out and weighing the 

remaining fibers.   

 The acid digestion was carried out in the following manner.  Approximately 1.00g of 

composite pellets were weighed to the nearest 0.0001g and added to a 500mL beaker.  A 

ceramic filter was also weighed to the nearest thousandth of a gram.  Pellets with a high 

surface area to volume ratio were preferentially selected because they are more easily and 

thoroughly digested by the acid solution.  Then, 20-25mL of 97% sulfuric acid was added to 

the beaker and placed on a hot plate see Figure 81 below.  The mixture was heated in a fume 

hood until boiling and then turned down to avoid splattering and loss of material.  The 

digestion process was considered complete when the solution was fully discolored (dark 

color with no appreciable change in color), and no chunks of composite were seen in the 

solution.  Then, 35mL of 30% hydrogen peroxide was used to oxidize the polycarbonate 

matrix in solution with the sulfuric acid.  The decomposition of the composite pellets by the 

sulfuric acid took approximately 10-15 minutes.   

 The hydrogen peroxide was poured down the side of the 500ml beaker very slowly 

because of the violent exothermic reaction it has with the sulfuric acid.  Acid fumes and other 

gaseous byproducts were evolved during this reaction and the temperature was again turned 

down to prevent splattering.  After pouring the hydrogen peroxide, the beaker was allowed to 

sit on the hotplate, which was then turned off.  After about 2 minutes of cooling on the 

hotplate the beaker was moved to a ceramic pad to facilitate air cooling for another 2 

minutes.  The final cooling took place in an ice water bath, until the beaker was cooled to 

room temperature.   
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 Filtering was aided with a water vacuum apparatus using a difference in water 

pressure to produce a vacuum implementing Bernoulli's Principle, see image b in Figure 81.  

The solution in the beaker was then poured into the ceramic filter to separate the carbon 

fibers from the acid solution, see image c in Figure 81 .  After emptying the beaker, both the 

beaker and the filter were rinsed with distilled water and an acetone wash to transfer all 

remaining particulates from the beaker into the filter.  Lastly the filter with fiber intact was 

dried for one hour at 100oC and subsequently weighed to the nearest 0.0001g.  Fiber content 

was determined by subtracting the initial filter weight from the final filter weight and 

dividing this number by the mass of composite pellets.   

 This process was performed on the pelletized CF1-L, CF4-1 (20%), CF4-1 (30%) and 

RTP 385.  The results of the acid digestion procedures are listed below in Table 6. 

 

CFRP Pellets

H2SO4 + H2O2

Carbon Fiber

H2SO4 + H2O2
waste

Ceramic 
Filter

a b c

CFRP Pellets

H2SO4 + H2O2

Carbon Fiber

H2SO4 + H2O2
waste

Ceramic 
Filter

a b c

 
Figure 81 - a: composite pellets in sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide solution b: water vacuum setup 

and c: ceramic filter containing filtered carbon fibers 
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Table 6 - Summary of acid digestion experiments 

Sample # of Specimens 
Tested 

Average Pellet 
Sample Weight 

(g) 

Average 
Change in 
Weight (g) 

Average 
wt% 

Carbon 
Fiber 

CF1-L 3 1.0031 0.8022 19.72 
CF4-1 (~20% 

CF) 5 1.0037 0.7812 20.11 

CF4-1 (~30% 
CF) 4 1.0024 0.7317 25.31 

RTP 385 4 1.0050 0.7771 22.16 
 

 

The RTP 385 control sample contained approximately 22 wt % carbon fiber as 

measured through the acid digestion test runs.  Therefore to reduce variability in the testing, 

matching of the carbon fiber weight percentages of the experimental samples, CF1-L and 

CF4-1 to the control was necessary.  The CF4-1 sample contained two batches, 7.6 lbs of ~20 

wt % carbon fiber and 3.4 lbs of ~30 wt % carbon fiber.  These two batches were blended to 

produce a sample matching the 22 wt % carbon fiber of the RTP 385 sample in order to 

increase material supply. 

 

3.1.4 Conclusions 

 In preparation of extrusion, CF4-1 fibers were decontaminated and chopped to a size 

distribution of 0.25-0.5 inches (6.35-12.7mm), while CF1-L fibers were left at their original 

length.  Extrusion of the two reclaimed fiber sets with polycarbonate resin was performed at 

PCE in Charlotte, NC.  After extrusion of the composite pellets an acid digestion study was 

performed to determine the weight percent of both the reclaimed fiber pellets and the control 
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fiber pellets, denoted as RTP 385.  After the weight percent carbon fiber was found the CF4-

1 pellets were blended to form a pellet concentration of ~22 wt% carbon fiber which closely 

matched the weight percent of RTP 385 (22 wt%) and CF1-L (~20 wt%). 

 

3.2 Injection Molding of Test Coupons 

 Injection molding of test coupons was performed on a 65 ton maximum pressure 

Arburg 320C injection molder at Double O Plastics in Concord, NC, image of extruder and 

attributes can be seen in Figure 82 below.  This work was performed in conjunction with 

NCSU and the Polymer’s Center of Excellence staff.  Each of the pelletized sample sets were 

thoroughly dried in a Conair closed loop reticulating dehumidifying drier for 12 hours at 

220°F and then 4 hours at 250°F while maintaining a dew point of -40°F.23  Drying of the 

polycarbonate and composite pellets is a critical step due to polycarbonate’s inherent 

moisture absorbent nature.  Processing parameters for the trials are shown in  

Table 7 below, where each of the mold temperature was found using a pyrometer.   
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Figure 82 - Arburg injection molding apparatus used to injection mold pellets 

 
Table 7 - Processing parameters for test coupons23 

Variable Parameter PC Control RTP 385 CF4-1 CF1-L 
Rear 585 651 649 520 

Center 1/2 595/595 650/650 651/651 535/535 
Front 595 651 651 535 

Temperatures 
(˚F) 

Nozzle 600 655 656 560 
Injection 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.6 

Hold 7 7 7 7 
Cooling 13.5 13.5 13.5 13.5 

Timing (sec) 

Total Cycle 26 26 26 27 
Pressure (psi) 2816 2800 2000 Not Recorded 1st Stage 

Injection Rate Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate 
Cavity 175 171 175 175 Mold 

Temperature (˚F) Core 145 167 176 176 
Water 

Temperature (˚F) - 180 180 180 180 

  
 

 Each of the dried samples were placed individually in the injection molder and brought 

up to the above molding process temperatures.  The mold used possessed the capability to 

produce tensile, flexure, and gardner impact test bars.  A sample image of mold test panels 

can be seen in Figure 83 below.  The test mold configuration consisted of three parts, the 
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sprue, the runner, and the gate.  Each of the gates were opened to allow material to flow into 

the respective mold cavities.  The stainless steel mold was sprayed with a mold release to 

prevent sticking when each of the samples were ejected. 

 

 
Figure 83 - Test panels produced through injection molding, a: polycarbonate test panel, b: reclaimed 

carbon fiber test panel 
 

 
 The first sample to be injection molded was the unfilled PC control sample.  As with 

all samples, the injection molder was purged through a series of partial mold fillings called 

shots, this was done until the mold was completely filled with the particular sample set.  

Once the proper temperature and shot size were found, the test panels would be completely 

filled.  The unfilled PC control sample molded effortlessly and produced approximately 30 

test panels of clear polycarbonate resin.  This sample was molded at a temperature of 595˚F.  

This temperature enabled the viscosity to be low enough for the material to fill each of the 

three mold cavities.   

 The second sample to be injection molded was the RTP 385 control sample.  This 

sample was molded at 650˚F.  The barrel temperatures had to be raised in order to obtain a 

viscosity low enough so the material could flow into the mold cavities.  This injection 

molding run produced tensile bars and flex bars, however Gardner impact discs could not be 
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produced.  The temperature could not be set high enough for the material to flow and 

completely fill this mold section.  This could possibly be due to the variance in thickness 

between the molds, 1/8” for tensile and flex, and 1/16’’ for Gardner disc.  Approximately 30 

tensile and 30 flex bars were produced from this sample set. 

 The third sample to be injection molded was the CF4-1 blend.  This sample was 

injection molded at a processing temperature of 651˚F which was essentially the same 

processing temperature as the RTP 385 control sample (650˚F).  To reduce variability in the 

processing, it was encouraged to process all CFRP samples at the same processing 

temperature.  This sample had a low viscosity which enabled it to flow much easier, thus 

filling the Gardner impact disc region.  Approximately 30 tensile, flex, and Gardner impact 

coupons were produced.  These samples had an excellent surface finish similar to that of the 

unfilled PC control. 

 The fourth sample molded was the CF1-L sample.  The sample was initially set to the 

same processing temperature as RTP 385 and CF4-1 in order to lessen the testing variability.  

However, this sample did not behave well at this temperature.  The sample exhibited an 

extremely low viscosity and was spit out inconstantly from the injection molding nozzle.  

The system was purged with unfilled polycarbonate and reloaded with CF1-L pellets to 

attempt processing at a lower processing temperature of 535˚F. While the lower processing 

temperatures somewhat improved processing only a small number of the test bars were 

produced.  There possibly existed a high moisture content in the pellets upon first glance.  It 

could be hypothesized that there existed moisture on the carbon fiber which caused the 

polymer chain to break down in the PC during extrusion.  Following the production of these 
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test panels, the polycarbonate was still breaking down and CF1-l fibers started to clog the 

nozzle of the injection molder.  Therefore testing was aborted for the CF1-L sample. 

  

3.2.1 Conclusions 

 Each of the reclaimed fiber sets and control pellets were injection molded.  Unfilled 

polycarbonate, CF4-1 and the control pellets RTP385 all injection molded well and roughly 

25 tensile and flexure bars were produced.  CF1-L pellets did not injection mold well and 

eventually clogged the injection molder nozzle causing the operator to terminate the tests.  

These complications may be due to residual moisture on the fibers before extrusion or 

residual chemicals present on the fibers from Adherent’s reclamation process.   Only 9 

tensile and 9 flexure test bars were produced for the CF1-L sample.    

 

3.3 Mechanical Properties of Composite Coupons 

 The mechanical properties of the CF1-L, CF4-1, RTP 385 and polycarbonate unfilled 

test coupons were determined through a series of mechanical tests including tensile, flexure, 

notched izod impact, un-notched izod impact and heat deflection.  These tests were 

conducted at PCE’s Charlotte facilities in conjunction with NCSU and The Boeing 

Company.  

Table 8 below lists the test results for the control and recycled carbon fiber 

polycarbonate composite coupons.  Also, listed in Table 8 is the performance percentage 

exhibited by the recycled fiber compounds compared to the RTP 385 target virgin fiber 
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compound.  Overall, high percentages of performance were exhibited by the reclaimed fiber 

compounds with the CF4-1 compound comparing closest to RTP 385.23   

 

Table 8 - Polycarbonate carbon fiber composite coupon average test results (standard deviation in 
parenthesis)23 

Test RTP 385 CF1-L % of RTP 
385 CF4-1 % of RTP 

385 
Unfilled 

Polycarbonate 
Tensile 

Modulus 
(GPA) 

18.81 
(1.19) 

11.87 
(0.54) 63% 14.06 

(0.97) 75% 2.08 
(0.33) 

Tensile 
Strength 

(MPa) 

140.07 
(1.62) 

86.53 
(2.44) 62% 123.85 

(4.88) 88% 60.53  
(0.32) 

Flexure 
Modulus 

(GPA) 

12.87 
(0.28) 

8.22 
(0.30) 64% 10.11 

(0.32) 79% 2.06 
(0.03) 

Flexure 
Strength 
(MPA) 

193.9 
(4.1) 

127.0 
(5.2) 65% 190.6 

(6.3) 98% 77.1 
(1.2) 

Notched Izod 
Impact 
(J/m) 

84.08 
(4.03) N.T.  81.27 

(3.48) 97% N.T. 

Unnotched 
Izod Impact 

(J/m) 

488 
(36) N.T.  663 

(33) 136% N.T. 

Heat 
Deflection (°C) 

145.5 
(0.49) N.T.  138.6 

(0.14) 95% 126.9 
(0.49) 

Mold 
Shrinkage 0.04% N.T.  0.07%  0.76 

 

 Standard Test Method for Tensile Properties of Plastics (ASTM D-638) was used to 

tensile test all four sample sets.  The test speed was set at 2 inches/minute using a gauge 

length of 2 inches.  Five specimens were tested for each sample set.  The compounded RTP 

385 sample demonstrated a tensile modulus of 18.81GPa.  The CF4-1 sample had the higher 

modulus of the two reclaimed CFRP’s at 14.06GPa, which was 75% of RTP 385’s value. 

The unfilled PC control sample possessed the lowest yield strength at 60.53MPa.  

This value compared well with the literature value of 61.98MPa for LEXAN 124R, a 

variance of ~2%.  Furthermore, the RTP 385 sample contained the highest average yield 
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strength, 140.07MPa.  CF4-1 sample exhibited a yield strength of 123.85MPa which was 

88% of RTP 385’s measured yield strength.  Also, CF1-L possessed the lowest strength out 

of the composite samples likely due to its poor performance during the injection molding 

trials. 

Flexure testing was also performed on all four samples following the ASTM D-790 

Standard Test Methods for Flexural Properties of Unreinforced and Reinforced Plastics and 

Electrical Insulating Materials.  The CF4-1 sample compared quite favorably to RTP 385 

with respect to the average flexural modulus and strength, having 79 and 98 percent of RTP 

385’s recorded properties.  CF1-L did not exhibit strong flexural strength when compared to 

the other two fiber filled composites.  The injection molding trials of CF1-L was aborted due 

to carbon fibers clogging the nozzle of the injection molder.  Therefore the samples most 

likely consisted of a high percentage of PC resin and a lower content of fiber, thus decreasing 

both the tensile and flexural strength. 

ASTM D-256 Standard Test Methods for Determining the Izod Pendulum Impact 

Resistance of Plastics and ASTM D-4812 Standard Test Method for Unnotched Cantilever 

Beam Impact Resistance of Plastics were followed for the notched  and unnotched Izod 

impact testing.  CF4-1 fiber filled composites demonstrated 97% of the impact resistance 

shown for the RTP 385 sample and exceeded the measured unnotched impact results the RTP 

385 sample by 36% 

Following ASTM D-648 Standard Test Method for Deflection Temperature of 

Plastics Under Flexural Load in the Edgewise Position, the heat deflection temperature was 

determined for the three samples.  Table 8 reveals the results from the testing exposing the 

specimens to 264psi of surface stress and a 100mm span.  As listed in the standard, only two 
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specimens needed to be tested per sample set.  As seen above there was not much 

discrepancy between the values obtained for each respective sample set.  To determine if the 

samples experienced shrinkage after the injection molding trials, the samples’ mold 

shrinkage was measured.  Therefore, ASTM D-955 Standard Test Method for Measuring 

Shrinkage from Mold Dimensions of Thermoplastics was followed.  The length of the mold 

cavity was 4.999in lengthwise. The samples were then measured once they were cooled and 

ejected from the mold.   

 
 
3.3.1 Conclusions 

 
The lower performance of the CF1-L compound can likely be linked to its behavior 

during compounding and molding.  As previously mentioned during compounding, an acrid 

odor was observed.  Subsequently during injection molding low viscosity characteristics 

were observed.  These behaviors are consistent with matrix resin degradation during 

processing.  While the base resins and compounded resins were thoroughly dried prior to 

processing, the fibers were processed as received.  The CF4-1 fiber, recovered using a 

pyrolitic process, was never exposed to liquid moisture.  The CF1-L fibers, recovered using 

an aqueous catalytic process, were exposed to both moisture and a catalyst designed to break 

down polymers under heat and pressure.  The polycarbonate matrix of CF1-L compound may 

have been degraded during compounding and injection if either moisture or catalyst 

contamination were present.23 

On the other hand CF4-1 mold test samples performed well.  CF4-1 tensile strength, 

flexural strength and un-notched impact resistance were 88%, 98% and 136% of the measure 
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virgin RTP 385 coupon properties, respectively.  This reveals that reclaimed fibers retain 

much of there inherent properties and perform well when introduced into a resin matrix.   

 

3.4 Electrical Properties  

 Electrical resistivity measurements were conducted at Delsen Testing Laboratories in 

Glendale, CA and repeated at NCSU independently confirming their results.  This testing 

followed instructions set forth by the ASTM Standard D-4496 Standard Test Method for D-C 

Resistance or Conductance of Moderately Conductive Materials.  Five specimens of CF4-1 

and RTP 385 were tested.  The samples were initially cleaned with isopropyl alcohol then 

distilled water and dried at room temperature.  A conductive silver paint was used as 

electrodes on the ends of the samples and also applied across the width of the specimen.  As 

shown in Figure 84 current was applied to the ends of the specimens.  The voltage drop was 

measured between the two center electrodes as revealed in Figure 85 below.  Figure 86 below 

shows NCSU’s experimental setup, where the test specimens were mounted and a current 

was applied. 

   
 

 
Figure 84 – Ends of specimens revealing silver paint where the current was applied 
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Figure 85 - Inner electrode placement on the specimens tested for volume and surface resistivity 

 
 

 
Figure 86 - Electrical testing setup of the flex specimens used for volume and surface resistivity 

measurements at NCSU 
 

 
Resistance of the sample was calculated using Ohm’s law: 
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I
VR =  

 
where R = Resistance (Ω), 
 V = Potential drop (Volts), 

 I = Applied current (Amps) 
 

Volume and surface Resistivity were calculated using the following equations: 

R
L

WT2.54ρ v ×
×

×=  

 

R
L
Tρs ×=  

 
where ρv = Volume resistivity (Ω-cm), 
 ρs = Surface Resistivity (Ω), 
 T = Specimen thickness (inches), 
 W = Specimen width (inches), 
 L = Distance between potential electrodes (inches), 
 R = Resistance (Ω) 
  
The data was compiled and calculated and the results from both Delsen and NCSU are listed 

in Table 9 below for the RTP 385 and CF4-1 samples respectively. 

 

Table 9 - Comparative volume and surface resistivity measurements from Delsen and NCSU, standard 
deviation is in parenthesis 

Test 
[Conducted by] 

RTP 385 CF1-L CF4-1 Unfilled 
Polycarbonate 

Volume Resistivity  
(Ω-cm) [Delsen] 

12  
(1.5) N.T. 

7.6x103  
(2.9x103) 

N.T. 

Surface Resistivity  
(Ω) [Delsen] 

37  
(5) N.T. 

24x103  
(9.4x103) 

N.T. 

Volume Resistivity  
(Ω-cm) [NCSU] 

12  
(1.4) N.T. 

8.9x103 
(2.5x103) 

N.T. 

Surface Resistivity 
(Ω)[NCSU] 

37 
(5) N.T. 

29x103 
(8x103) 

N.T. 
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 Table 9 above reveals that there exists a three order of magnitude difference between 

RTP 385 and CF4-1 sample sets.  Therefore, CF4-1 is much more resistive than RTP 385.  

The power dissipation in each specimen between the two potential electrodes was 0.10W.  

This was performed so the specimen was not overheated; therefore there is a difference in 

applied current for the two sample sets.  Both samples are still considered conductive 

whereas the surface resistivity of both samples is less than 1x105.  Furthermore both samples 

contained volume resistivities less than 1x104 exhibiting conductive properties.   

 
 
3.4.8 Conclusions 
 
 Volume and surface resistivity measurements for RTP 385 and CF4-1 test coupons 

were conducted at Delsen Laboratories in Glendale, CA and were independently confirmed 

at NCSU facilites.  A three order of magnitude difference was found between the two 

samples.  While the level of resistivity exhibited by the CF4-1 still falls within the bounds of 

a conductive material, there are clearly differences in performance as compared to the target 

material.  Possible explanations are: (1) the fiber length distribution and orientation of the 

RTP 385 as molded material are creating more fiber to fiber contact overall or in the length 

direction of the test coupons, (2) the small amounts of contamination are interfering with 

fiber to fiber conductivity and/or, (3) fiber loading levels for the CF4-1 were not has high as 

measured.23  Evidence of fiber orientation differences can be seen in the fracture surface 

images in section 3.5 below.  
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3.5 Fracture Surface Analysis 

3.5.1 SEM Observations 

 SEM images of the fracture surfaces occurring during tensile testing of the injection 

molded samples were taken at Boeing’s Phantom Works Seattle, WA facilities and studied at 

NCSU.  By observing the fracture surfaces on a microscopic scale information involving 

fiber to resin interactions, fiber orientation and other general sample comparisons can be 

made.  Figure 87 below shows that the RTP 385 molded sample has a significant degree of 

orientation as compared to CF1-L seen in Figure 88, and CF4-1 seen in Figure 89 below.    

 
 

 
Figure 87 - RTP 385 tensile fracture surface at 1000X and 5000X23 
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Figure 88 - CF1-L tensile fracture surface at 1000X and 5000X23 

 

 
Figure 89 - CF4-1 tensile fracture surface at 1000X and 5000X23 

 
 

Note that the RTP 385 as shown in Figure 87 exhibited two distinct fiber surface 

morphologies indicating the presence of different fibers.  Upon contacting RTP it was 

learned that they do have multiple fiber sources qualified to their specifications, however 

they do not blend them in single batches.  This puzzle was solved when the sample provided 

was traced to a collection of RTP quality assurance batchs, which had been blended to 
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provide small quantity (<20 kg) evaluation samples to NCSU.  The effect of this blending is 

not known but as the fibers did meet RTP specifications it is believed the effect is most likely 

minimal.  Resin to fiber adhesion for the CF4-1 specimens appears to be superior to the RTP 

385 material based on the resin coated fibers seen in Figure 89 as compared to Figure 87.  

RTP 385 also exhibits gaps and troughs around fibers along with a high degree of fiber 

pullout.  Two possibilities are that: (1) the pyrolitic recovery process leaves a carbon surface 

very compatible with bonding to polycarbonates or (2) trace levels of residual resin and/or 

char on the surface of the fibers as reported in the previous studies above are enhancing 

adhesion through mechanical interaction or increased surface activity.  One would believe 

that residual contamination would not be beneficial to adhesion but without additional testing 

this possibility can not be ruled out.  Resin to fiber adhesion for the CF1-L specimen in 

Figure 88 appears to be similar to that of the RTP 385 based on appearance.  Also notable is 

the lower level of resin hackling between the fibers for the CF1-L as compared to the RTP 

385.  The previously discussed degradation of matrix resin in CF1-L due to possible 

contamination may be contributing to these observed morphologies.23   

It should also be noted that particulates were present on many of the fracture surfaces.  

Large or small particulates may have been missed during the decontamination and chopping 

phases of this research.  The presence of metal shards, honey comb or other contamination 

likely served as stress concentrators during tensile testing, thus lessening the peak tensile 

strength of the samples.     
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3.5.2 Conclusions 

From the SEM images of the injection molded coupon fracture surfaces it can be 

concluded that the CF4-1 sample exhibited a high degree of fiber to matrix interfacial 

bonding when compared to CF1-L and the virgin RTP 385 samples.  The RTP 385 sample 

images showed a more oriented fiber structure than the other samples and the CF1-L sample 

exhibited a large amount of fiber pull out.  Detailed observations of processing and results 

have helped identify potential performance improvements through a better understanding and 

treatment of fibers during compounding.  Development of automated processes in this area 

could greatly enhance the value of recycled fiber through processing and performance 

benefits.23 

In summary, end of life carbon fiber reinforced polymer airframe components were 

successfully processed to reclaim viable short carbon fiber reinforcement using two different 

reclamation processes.  The reclaimed fibers exhibited favorable surface and mechanical 

properties as compared to their virgin counterpart.  Based on assessment with both thermoset 

and thermoplastic matrix resins, a high degree of interfacial strength performance can be 

achieved using reclaimed carbon fibers as compared to control fibers.  Through extrusion and 

injection molding trials it was proven that reclaimed fibers can produce high strength molded 

composites that rival virgin carbon fiber produced composites.      
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